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General Notes 
This upgrade includes fixes that have been tested by SCLS staff and staff at some libraries. To the best of 

everyone’s assessment, the fixes are working well and any bugs identified during testing have been 

fixed. However, as we learned with past upgrades and patches, we may experience unexpected results 

following the upgrade. We may also discover new problems. We will use the Known Problems page to 

document any post upgrade problems 

 

Circulation 
Hold expiration settings are ignoring Closed days in library calendar. PARTIAL FIX. The correct hold 

expiration dates are displaying in the Hold Waiting message on the patron’s Check Out screen, on the 

printed Hold Found slip, in the patron’s list of On Hold items, and in the list of Holds on a Bibliographic 

record.  An incorrect hold expiration date is displaying on the Holds Awaiting Pickup report. PARTIAL FIX. 

(SCLS Support Ticket 21079) 

 

Receipt templates – Truncated Patron names of 4 characters or less.  Patrons that have names 

consisting of 4 characters or less will now populate the truncated fields on the Hold Found slips.  (SCLS 

Support Ticket 20968) 

 

Items with problem statuses (Damaged) are on the Holds Queue report.  Items with a status of 

Damaged (primarily) were being flagged for hold requests on library Hold Queue reports.  (SCLS Support 

Ticket 21088) 

 

Renewing items problem.  Library staff were unable to “renew” items by re-checking them out to the 

same patron. (SCLS Support Ticket #20950) 

 

“Item Not Checked IN” pop-up for Lost items is missing the Refund option. This was hot-fixed in 

Bibliovation Production on 12/18/2019 and also confirmed by testing in the Sandbox. (SCLS Support 

Ticket 21127) 

 

Late fees not assessed on returned Lost items. This was hot-fixed in Production on 12/19/19 and also 

confirmed by testing in the Sandbox.  (SCLS Support Ticket 20975) 

https://www.scls.info/ils-known-problems
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Billing notices not populated with item information.  LibLime provided a new field to add to these 

templates including the title information for Lost items.  (SCLS Support Ticket 21380) 

 

Multiple holds on the same bib. There are issues with multiple holds for the same patron on one 

bibliographic record. The main problem was that when the first copy became available to fill the first 

hold, at the database level, the database was incorrectly thinking that all 5 holds had been filled by using 

the same exact copy. LibLime fixed that specific behavior, thus only telling the database that the first 

hold had been filled with item Y.  The other holds remained and still needed to be filled by other copies, 

but this could not be done. This may only be a partial fix as there are some other things happening with 

multiple copy holds, but these seems to be the biggest issue. The fix will only apply to new holds placed 

and there will be data cleanup added. PARTIAL FIX. (SCLS Support Ticket 21006) 

 

Discovery Layer 
Items due today are showing as overdue in LINKcat: Items that are due today were appearing as 

Overdue to patrons in LINKcat. Items should not appear as Overdue until the day after they are due. 

(SCLS Support Ticket 21046)  

 

Getit Acquisitions 
Canceled PO Lines appearing in Receive tab: In the Receive tab, PO Lines that were cancelled were 

appearing as if they were available for Receiving. (SCLS Support Ticket 21266) 

 

Cannot receive from Invoice: In GetIt, staff could not Receive on the Invoice by editing the Invoice Line 

Copy. This has been fixed by adding Receive and Unreceive buttons to the Edit Invoice Line Copy pop-up. 

(SCLS Support Ticket 21166) 

 

Save button in PO Line grayed out after using Fill-In Search button: After using the Fill-in Search button 

in the PO Line to search for and select a matching bib record, the Save button of the PO Line became 

grayed out and you could not save the changes to the PO Line. This problem has been fixed. After using 

the Fill-in Search button to select a matching bib record, click Save in the PO Line to save the PO Line. 

(SCLS Support Ticket 21376) 

 


